
Designed for comfort, built to last.
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The Most Comfortable Chair in
the World. Period.
The Nightingale CXO™ chair offers strong lumbar support, 

responsive ergonomic technology, plus the breathability 

Some of the best minds helped us combine proven 

ergonomic support with the latest state-of-the-art materials.  

comfort.

™ foam 

and a wide range of option combinations.
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Uniting human centered design with Nightingale’s leadership in innovative technology and 

materials, the CXO™ became widely heralded as the most comfortable chair in the world.

The CXO™

plateau. Overall the CXO™

™ Mesh
™

™ allows air to 

while supplying superior comfort.

™  Foam
™

™ memory foam. 
Created using a proprietary silicone 

™ is standard on the 
seat, lumbar and optional adjustable 
headrest.

4D Lumbar 
Thoracic Support
The contoured lumbar + thoracic 

™ foam can 

be adjusted up and down 

and in and out for personalized 

support and comfort.
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™

Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away from the 
legs minimizing pressure on the thighs, promoting good 
posture.

™

Spring-loaded ball bearing ratcheting system operates theThe contoured thoracic lumbar support pad with 
™ foam can be easily adjusted up and down 

and in and out for personalized support and comfort.

CXO’s™ ™ patterned weave provides 
generous lumbar support while allowing dynamic 

added comfort in any environment.

integrated seat slider for depth adjustment.

The CXO™ features an integrated seat slider for seat depth 
adjustment.

The CXO’s™ ™ seat, lumbar 
and headrest foam disperses applied pressure evenly to 
reduce pressure points.
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DESIGN
The concept was so simple it was revolutionary.  Design and build a 

From this concept the CXO™ was born.

™.  

the CXO™
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MODELS
CXO™ series has a wide array of models that can 

accommodate almost any application and still be the most 

 

The most comfortable chair in the world.  This high performance ergonomic chair 
comes well appointed with standard features such as:
  Enersorb™ foam in the seat, lumbar and optional headrest
  4D adjustable lumbar support
  4D adjustable arms
  Ablex™ back mesh
  Sychronous knee-tilt mechanism, with multi-position lock 
  Seat depth adjustment 
  Pneumatic height adjustment

CXO Leather™ combines comfort with class.

The CXOti™ contains all the features of our award winning CXO™, but 

up to 350lbs.

Our CXOhd™ follows with near all the same features and styling of the CXO™, 

user gets a quality product that will last. Designed for weight capacity of up to 
450lbs used in a normal 8 hour a day application.
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CXO
The Most Comfortable Chair in the World. Period.

CXO Leather
Ultimate Comfort, Ultimate Reward.

3 Shifts a Day.

Up to 450lbs
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CXOti™ Task Intensive 
3 Shifts a Day

Double sealed class 4 gas lift 
heavy duty gas lift to handle 
weights up to 350lbs.

Cold rolled steel plates inside 
the arm pad end to end.

Cold rolled steel reinforced 
seat plate to handle 350lbs.

CXOti™

™ series.  Designed to have all the 
™ ,but designed 

components and upgraded materials the CXOti™ is built for 

users up to 350lbs, 24 hours a day.

With all the comfort of the CXO™
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Cold rolled steel reinforced 
chair base to can handle 
weight up to 450lbs.

CXOhd™ Heavy Duty 
Up to 450lbs

Double sealed class 4 gas lift 
heavy duty gas lift to handle 
weights up to 450lbs.

Cold rolled steel plates inside 
the arm pad end to end.

reinforced seat plate to handle 
450lbs.

CXOhd™

™ features select enhancements such as heavy 
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